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The theory for scattering of electromagnetic waves is developed for scattering objects for which the natural modes of the ﬁeld inside the
object do not couple one-to-one with those outside the scatterer. Key feature of the calculation of the scattered ﬁelds is the introduction
of a new set of modes. As an example, we calculate the reﬂected and transmitted ﬁelds generated by an electromagnetic plane wave
that impinges upon a multilayer slab of which the layers are stacked perpendicular to the boundary planes. As this is the geometry
of a thick plate with slits our theory encompasses the exact scattering theory of electromagnetic waves by a thick plate with slits.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of scattering- and boundary value problems is a
very important branch of physics and it has been extensively
explored since the eighteenth century [1, 2]. One of the requi-
sites for the possibility to obtain analytical solutions in closed
form for these problems is that the pertinent scalar- or vec-
torial wave equation admits a potential or refractive index
such that this equation separates. Another requirement, es-
sential for the analytical solution of scattering- and boundary
value problems, is that the geometry of the scatterer ﬁts with
the geometry of the separable potential or refractive index. In
the case of scattering from, for instance, a sphere or cylinder,
the potential or index of refraction should have a spherical
or cylindrical dependence, i.e. the level surfaces of the poten-
tial or refractive index must coincide with the boundary sur-
faces. Then, the ﬁeld is calculated employing the technique of
eigenfunction expansions which are generated by the set of
ordinary differential equations that result from the separation
of the original partial differential equation, viz. the scalar- or
vectorial wave equation [1]–[4].
The exactly solvable boundary value problems in mathemat-
ical physics all share one property, namely that the bound-
aries of the various geometries involved fully coincide with
the coordinate surfaces of the various separable coordinate
systems for the wave equation. This is the case for the scat-
tering of waves from, for instance, a half-plane, a complete
sphere, an ellipsoid or a cylinder ﬁlled with a homogeneous
medium. The boundaries of all these objects fully coincide
with a separable coordinate system. However, no simple the-
ory exists for the calculation of ﬁelds that have been scattered
from media with so-called non-separable boundaries. For the
scatteringfrom,forexample,awedgeorahalf-sphere,thethe-
ory becomes much more difﬁcult and no simple theory exists
if these objects consist of materials with respectively a lay-
ered structure or a radially dependent refractive index. No
exact theory exists in the sense given above for the scattering
from, for instance, an insect eye or an array of rectangular pro-
trusions (telegrapher’s surface), see Figure 1. We would also
like to mention the conﬁguration drawn in Figure 3. This ﬁg-
ure shows a so-called rotated multilayer. Each layer has ﬁnite
width and length. Moreover, a special case of the geometry
drawn in Figure 3 is that of several slits in a thick plate. This
statement is immediately understood if we make the special
choices #L,mL = #R,mR = #A,mA for the pertinent material pa-
rameters.
Because the solutions of such scattering problems are not
knownin terms of a series of eigenfunctions with known coef-
ﬁcientstheyarecalled:Notexactlysolvableproblems. Theab-
sence of a simple theory for scattering from objects with non-
separable boundaries stems from the following observation:
one natural mode of the ﬁeld outside the scattering medium
no longer couples to one natural mode inside the scatterer but
FIG. 1a Model examples of objects in which there is no one-to-one coupling of the
internal and external ﬁeld modes: the two-dimensional insect eye. Different colors
indicate regions in which the refractive index can take on different values. The light is
supposed to enter from above.
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FIG. 1b Model examples of objects in which there is no one-to-one coupling of the
internal and external ﬁeld modes: the telegrapher surface. Different colors indicate
regions in which the refractive index can take on different values. The light is supposed
to enter from above.
to an, in general, inﬁnite number of modes. This observation
is corroborated analyzing the results of the Wiener-Hopf tech-
nique [5], which is, for instance, used for the description of
scattering of waves by a half-cylinder and connects an inﬁn-
ity of modes outside and inside the scatterer. As an example
that supports this statement, one could think of a slab that is
made from layers with different constant indices of refraction
such that the layers are perpendicular to the planes of the slab.
Then, a plane wave mode outside the slab couples to an inﬁn-
ity of modes for the layered medium, unlike for the case if
the layers had been oriented parallel to the boundary planes
of the slab. In the latter case, one plane wave mode outside
couples to one plane wave mode inside the multilayer.
This paper shows, however, that with the introduction of new,
different, sets of modes (one set for the inside- and one set for
the outside of the scattering medium), it is again as if one out-
side mode couples to one inside mode, which is one of the es-
sential requirements for exactly solvable scattering problems.
This property of the new set of modes thus enables one to
solve the scattering problem the same way as for the usual
exactly solvable problems. In particular, we will consider the
scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a multilayer slab,
(see Figure 3) such that the layers are oriented perpendicular
to the boundary planes of the slab, viz. the layers are rotated
over 90 degrees with respect to the orientation considered in
the ordinary theory of layered media. As mentioned before, a
particular case of this geometry is that of several slits in a thick
plate. A survey of the background theory of the mathematical
results that have been used in this chapter and can be found
in [6], whereas the original theory in full detail can be found
in [7].
2 HYBRID MODE EXPANSIONS
In this section, the general theory for the scattering of TE-
or TM-polarized electromagnetic waves from a slab of which
the response to the ﬁeld varies along the boundary surface is
treated.
Figure illustrates the type of medium we have in mind. In
following sections, speciﬁc examples of such media will be
treated. In the absence of free electric charges and currents,
FIG. 2 A slab of which the permittivity #M and permeability mM vary along the bound-
ary surface. The electromagnetic waves are supposed to scatter from the slab side-
edges at x = xL and x = xR. The width of the slab is d.
Maxwell’s equations read as
r  E + ˙ B = 0, (1a)
r  H   ˙ D = 0, (1b)
r  D = 0, (1c)
r  B = 0, (1d)
where E is the electric ﬁeld, B the magnetic induction, D the
displacement ﬁeld and H the magnetic ﬁeld. Let G denote one
of these ﬁelds. In Fourier representation,
G(t,r) =
Z
dwe G(w;r)exp( iwt), (2a)
where e G(w;r) =
1
2p
Z
dtG(t,r)exp(iwt). (2b)
For linear and isotropic media,
e D = #e E, (3a)
e H = m 1e B, (3b)
where # and m are respectively the absolute permittivity and
permeability, Eqs. (1) give

r2 + w2#m

e E + (rlnm)  r  e E
+ r

e E  rln#

= 0, (4a)

r2 + w2#m

e H + (rln#)  r  e H
+ r

e H  rlnm

= 0. (4b)
Denote
hE = #, (5a)
hH = m. (5b)
The media to the left- and to the right of the slab are homoge-
neous and, inside the slab, the response functions vary across
the boundary planes of the slab, hence
hF (x,y) =
8
<
:
hF
L, x < xL,
hF
M (y), xL < x < xR,
hF
R, x > xR
F = E, H, (6)
see Figure 2. There is no variation in the response functions in
the z direction, which is the direction ”outside the plane of the
paper”. For TE-polarization, E = Eˆ z and the magnetic ﬁeld
follows from Eq. (1a) as
e H =
i
wm

 ˆ x¶ye E + ˆ y¶xe E

. (7)
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For TM-polarization, H = Hˆ z and the electric ﬁeld follows
from Eq. (1b) as
e E =
i
w#

ˆ x¶y e H   ˆ y¶x e H

. (8)
We will only consider either TE- or TM-polarization. Let F
denote the amplitude of the z-component of the ﬁeld, i.e.
F = E in case of TE-polarization and F = H in case of TM-
polarization. In the various regions of space, the ﬁeld is la-
beled in accordance with the response functions of Eq. (6) as
F =
8
<
:
FL, x < xL,
FM, xL < x < xR,
FR, x > xR.
(9)
Eqs. (4) give that (m = L,R)
h
¶2
x + ¶2
y + k2
m
i
e Fm = 0, (10a)
h
¶2
x + ¶2
y + w2#MmM  

¶y lnhF
M

¶y
i
e FM = 0, (10b)
where
k2
m = w2#mmm, (11a)
and where we introduced
hE = m, (12a)
hH = #. (12b)
For Eqs. (10), mode solutions of the following forms are tried:
e Fm

f2;x,y

= fm

f2;x

ym

f2;y

, (13a)
e FM

f2;x,y

= fM

f2;x

yM

f2;y

. (13b)
Of these, the trial modes outside the slab are indeed solutions
if

¶2
x + f2
m

fm

f2;x

= 0, (14a)

¶2
y + f2

ym

f2;y

= 0, (14b)
where f2 is the separation constant and where
f2
m = k2
m   f2. (15)
The trial modes inside the slab are solutions if they satisfy

¶2
x + f2
L

fM

f2;x

= 0, (16a)

¶2
y + f2

yM

f2;y

= KF
M

f2;y

, (16b)
where
KF
M =

k2
L   w2#MmM

yM +

¶y lnhF
M

¶yyM. (17)
Our speciﬁc choice for KF
M implies that, when media L and M
are chosen equal, i.e. when there is no scattering at the inter-
face at x = xL, this corresponds to having KF
M = 0. In App. 7
it is shown that the functions ym and yM satisfy the following
completeness relation
d
 
y   y0
= å
n
ym
 
f2
n;y

yM
 
f2
n;y0
N0 (f2
n)
, (18)
where the sum is over those separation constants f2
n that
satisfy Eq. (98), and where N0  
f2
n

=
 
dN/df2

f2=f2
n. and
N0  
f2
n

is deﬁned by Eq. (98) of the appendix. The com-
pleteness relation Eq. (18) gives an expansion for the delta-
distribution in terms of the free space modes and the medium
modes, therefore we call it the hybrid mode expansion.
The rightwards (r)- and leftwards (l) propagating ﬁeld solu-
tions to Eqs. (14) are, in the pertinent mode expansions, in the
various parts of space, given by
e F
(r/l)
m (x,y) =å
n
r
(r/l)
m

f2
n

 exp(ifn,m (x   xm))ym

f2
n;y

, (19a)
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) =å
n
r
(r/l)
M

f2
n

 exp(ifn,L (x   xL))yM

f2
n;y

, (19b)
where the plus-(minus-)signs belong to the rightwards (left-
wards) propagating ﬁelds and where
f2
n,m = k2
m   f2
n,. (20)
From Eqs. (18) it follows that the spectral densities in Eqs. (19)
are given by
r
(r/l)
m

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
m
 
xm,y0
ym

f2
n;y0

, (21a)
r
(r/l)
M

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
ym

f2
n;y0

. (21b)
The unknown spectral densities r
(l)
L , r
(r/l)
M and r
(r)
R of the four
scatteredﬁeldsaredeterminedfromtheconditionsofcontinu-
ity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
ﬁelds at the two boundaries,

e F
(l)
L + e F
(r)
L
 
x=xL
=

e F
(l)
M + e F
(r)
M



x=xL
, (22a)
1
hF
L

¶xe F
(l)
L + ¶xe F
(r)
L


x=xL
=
1
hF
M

¶xe F
(l)
M + ¶xe F
(r)
M



x=xL
, (22b)

e F
(l)
M + e F
(r)
M


x=xR
=

e F
(l)
R + e F
(r)
R



x=xR
, (22c)
1
hF
M

¶xe F
(l)
M + ¶xe F
(r)
M

 x=xR
=
1
hF
R

¶xe F
(l)
R + ¶xe F
(r)
R



x=xR
. (22d)
Eqs. (22b) and (22d) were obtained from Eqs. (7) and (8). The
conditions of Eq. (22) lead to a set of four coupled linear inte-
gral equations for the unknown densities.
The conditions of Eq. (22) do not lead to a simple system
of equations, because, as follows from inserting the ﬁelds of
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Eq. (19), both types of modes ym and yM are involved. It is
only in the case that these modes are identical1, that the spec-
tral densities can be equated for each mode. But, this much
desired property is obtained from the hybrid mode expansion
of Eq. (18), which allows for the following rewriting of the
mode expansions for the ﬁelds inside the slab. Starting from
Eq. (19b), with Eq. (21b), we have that
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) =å
n

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
ym

f2
n;y0

 exp(ifn,L (x   xL))yM

f2
n;y

. (23)
From Eq. (20), the differential equation for yM (Eq. (16b)) and
(17) it follows that
fn,LyM

f2
n;y

=
r
¶2
y + #M (y)mM (y)w2  

¶y lnhF
M (y)

¶y
 yM

f2
n;y

. (24)
Hence, Eq. (23) can be written as
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) = exp
 
 i(x   xL)

r
¶2
y + #M (y)mM (y)w2  

¶y lnhF
M (y)

¶y
!

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
å
n

N0

f2
n
 1
 ym

f2
n;y0

yM

f2
n;y

. (25)
From the hybrid mode expansion of Eq. (18), which is sym-
metric in y and y0, it follows that Eq. (25) must be equal to
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) = exp
 
 i(x   xL)

r
¶2
y + #M (y)mM (y)w2  

¶y lnhF
M (y)

¶y
!

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
å
n

N0

f2
n
 1
 yM

f2
n;y0

ym

f2
n;y

. (26)
Observe the symmetrical change of the arguments of the func-
tions and ym and ym in resp. Eqs. (25) and (26)! Now, the
derivatives act on ym and from using the pertinent differen-
tial equation, Eq. (14b), it follows that Eq. (26) equals
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) =å
n
s
(r/l)
M

f2
n

 exp(ifn,M (y)(x   xL))ym

f2
n;y

, (27)
where
fn,M (y) =
r
#M (y)mM (y)w2   ifn

¶y lnhF
M (y)

  f2
n (28)
1Recallthatthisisthecaseforinstancethescatteringfromahomogeneous
slab.
and with now
s
(r/l)
M

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
yM

f2
n;y0

. (29)
It can be veriﬁed that, in the representation of Eq. (27), e F
(r/l)
M
satisﬁes Eq. (10b). The conditions of Eq. (22) are then applied
to the ﬁelds of Eqs. (19a) and (27). Equating the coefﬁcients of
the modes fym
 
f2
n;y

g at both sides of the interface at x = xL
leads to 2
DL

f2
n
 
r
(r)
L
 
f2
n

r
(l)
L
 
f2
n

!
= DM

f2
n;y

 
s
(r)
M
 
f2
n

s
(l)
M
 
f2
n

!
(30)
where the dynamical matrices are given by
Dm

f2

=
 
1 1
fm
hF
m
 
fm
hF
m
!
, (31)
DM

f2;y

=
 
1 1
fM(y)
hF
M(y)  
fM(y)
hF
M(y)
!
. (32)
Equating the coefﬁcients of the modes fym
 
f2
n;y0
g at both
sides of the interface at x = xR gives
DM

f2
n;y0

PM

f2
n;y0

 
s
(r)
M
 
f2
n

s
(l)
M
 
f2
n

!
= DR

f2
n
 
r
(r)
R
 
f2
n

r
(l)
R
 
f2
n

!
, (33)
where d = xR   xL and where the propagation matrix is given
by
PM

f2;y

= diag(exp(ifM (y)d),exp( ifM (y)d)). (34)
Eqs. (30) and (33) can be solved for the unknown spectral den-
sities of the scattered ﬁelds using Cramer’s rule. Thus, one
ﬁnds the inhomogeneous equivalents of the Fresnel transmis-
sion and reﬂection coefﬁcients for the interface between ho-
mogeneous medium L and inhomogeneous medium M re-
spectively as
tLM

f2
n;y


 
s
(r)
M
 
f2
n

r
(r)
L (f2
n)
!




s
(l)
M (f2
n)=0
=
2

fn,L/hF
L


fn,L/hF
L

+

fn,M (y)/hF
M (y)
, (35a)
rLM

f2
n;y


 
r
(l)
L
 
f2
n

r
(r)
L (f2
n)
!

 

s
(l)
M (f2
n)=0
=

fn,L/hF
L

 

fn,M (y)/hF
M (y)


fn,L/hF
L

+

fn,M (y)/hF
M (y)
, (35b)
Similar coefﬁcients are obtained for the interface at x = xR.
This gives the y-dependent transmission and reﬂection coef-
ﬁcients of the complete slab for the rightwards propagating
2Note that the boundary conditions of Eqs. (30) and (33) reduce to the
boundary conditions for a homogeneous slab when #M and mM do not de-
pend on y.
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waves of Eq. (19a) respectively as
tM

f2
n;y


 
r
(r)
R
 
f2
n

r
(r)
L (f2
n)
!




r
(l)
R (f2
n)=0
=
tLM
 
f2
n;y

tMR
 
f2
n;y

exp(ifn,M (y)d)
1  rML (f2
n;y)rMR (f2
n;y)exp(2ifn,M (y)d)
, (36a)
rM

f2
n;y


 
r
(l)
L
 
f2
n

r
(r)
L (f2
n)
!




r
(l)
R (f2
n)=0
= rLM

f2
n;y

+
tLM
 
f2
n;y

tML
 
f2
n;y

1

rMR
 
f2
n;y

exp(2ifn,M (y)d)
1  rML (f2
n;y)rMR (f2
n;y)exp(2ifn,M (y)d)
. (36b)
Thereﬂectedandtransmittedﬁeldsthatresultfromaﬁeld F
(r)
L
that is applied from the left to the slab follow respectively as
e F
(l)
L (x,y) =å
n
rM

f2
n;y

r
(r)
L

f2
n

 exp( ifn,L (x   xL))ym

f2
n;y

, (37a)
e F
(r)
R (x,y) =å
n
tM

f2
n;y

r
(r)
L

f2
n

 exp(ifn,R (x   xR))ym

f2
n;y

. (37b)
3 MODES IN THE ROTATED MULTILAYER
SLAB
As a speciﬁc example of the scattering geometry that has been
depicted in Figure 2, we consider a multilayer which consists
of N periods of alternating slabs s = A,B with thicknesses ls,
permittivities #s and permeabilities ms. The geometry is de-
picted in Figure 3. The electromagnetic ﬁeld is supposed to
enter the medium through its boundaries at x = xL, or/and
x = xR. Therefore, as compared to its conventional orientation
with respect to the applied ﬁeld, the multilayer of Figure 3 is
rotated over 90 degrees in the xy-plane. The right- and left-
wards propagating parts of the ﬁeld inside the medium are
given, in their expansions in the free space modes, by Eq. (27),
e F
(r/l)
M (x,y) =å
n
s
(r/l)
M

f2
n

 exp(ifn,M (y)(x   xL))ym

f2
n;y

, (38)
where the spectral densities are given by
s
(r/l)
M

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
M
 
xL,y0
yM

f2
n;y0

, (39)
and where
fn,M (y) = fn,s if ysl  y < ysl + lsl, (40)
FIG. 3 The rotated multilayer. The width, permittivity and permeability of slab s = A,B
are respectively ls, #s and ms and theysl denote the coordinates of the interfaces
between the slabs.
with ysl the interface coordinates, see Figure 3. We further
deﬁned
lA0 = yA1,lAN+1 = 1  yAN+1
and
lsl = ls ifl = 1,..., N.
The modes inside the medium, for
ysl  y  ysl + lsl,
are given by
yM

f2;y

=c
(u)
sl exp(ifsL (y   ysl))
+ c
(d)
sl exp( ifsL (y   ysl)), (41)
with fsL =
q
k2
s   f2
L. The coefﬁcients c
(u)
sl and c
(d)
sl of respec-
tively the up- and downwards propagating parts of the modes
in Eq. (41) satisfy [8]
 
c
(u)
B1
c
(d)
B1
!
= QBAPA
 
c
(u)
A1
c
(d)
A1
!
(42a)
 
c
(u)
sl
c
(d)
sl
!
=

#l 1   #1 l
#   # 1 Ts  
#l 2   #2 l
#   # 1
 
c
(u)
s1
c
(d)
s1
!
, (42b)
where the transmission and propagation matrices are respec-
tively given by
QBA =
1
2

1+ hAB 1  hAB
1  hAB 1+ hAB

, hAB 
hB
hA
fAL
fBL
, (43)
Ps = diag(exp(ifsLls),exp( ifsLls)), (44)
and where # = 1
2trTs +
r
1
2trTs
2
  1 and # 1 are the eigen-
values of the single-layer transfer matrix,
Ts =

As Bs
Cs Ds

, (45)
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for transfer between successive slabs s. The entries of this ma-
trix are given by [9, 10]
As = exp(ifsLls)

"
cos(fsLls) +
i
2
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
+
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
!
sin(fsLls)
#
, (46a)
Bs =
i
2
exp( ifsLls)
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
!
sin(fsLls), (46b)
Cs =
 i
2
exp(ifsLls)
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
!
sin(fsLls), (46c)
Ds = exp( ifsLls)

"
cos(fsLls)  
i
2
 
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
+
hF
s
hF
s
fsL
fsL
!
sin(fsLls)
#
, (46d)
where s = B if s = A and s = A if s = B. The modes
outside and inside the medium fulﬁl Eq. (18) if they satisfy
the boundary conditions
ym

f2;1

= h1, (47a)

¶yym

f2;y



y=1
= h2, (47b)
and
yM

f2;0

= a, (48a)

¶yyM

f2;y



y=0
= b, (48b)
and if the separation constant f2 satisﬁes the discretisation
condition N
 
f2
= 0, with N from Eq. (98). This condition
implies
h1

¶yyM

f2
n;y



y=1
  h2yM

f2
n;1

= g. (49)
The appropriate set of modes fyM
 
f2
n;y

g has now been de-
ﬁned for the rotated multilayer, so that the scattering theory
developed above can be applied to this particular system.
4 SCATTERING FROM A LAYER WITH
FINITE WIDTH
In this last section, we calculate the ﬁelds that are scattered
from an interface between a homogeneous medium and a
medium with one layer with two slabs that have ﬁnite widths.
The geometry has been depicted in Figure 4. As before, the in-
coming

F
(r)
L

, reﬂected

F
(l)
L

and transmitted

F
(r)
M

ﬁelds
are expressed in their mode expansions,
e F
(r/l)
L (x,y) = å
n
r
(r/l)
L

f2
n

exp(ifn,Lx)yL

f2
n;y

, (50a)
e F
(r)
M (x,y) = å
n
r
(r)
M

f2
n

exp(ifn,Lx)yM

f2
n;y

, (50b)
where
r
(r/l)
L

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r/l)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2
n;y0

, (51a)
r
(r)
M

f2
n

=

N0

f2
n
 1

Z 1
0
dy0e F
(r)
M
 
0,y0
yL

f2
n;y0

. (51b)
FIG. 4 Geometry used for the numerical calculation.
Continuity of the tangential components of the electric and
magnetic ﬁelds at x = 0 gives for the various ﬁelds F that

e F
(r)
L + e F
(l)
L



x=0
= e F
(r)
M



x=0
, (52a)
1
hF
L

¶x

e F
(r)
L + e F
(l)
L



x=0
=
1
hF
R

¶xe F
(r)
M



x=0
. (52b)
Eq. (52b) implies, with Eqs. (50), that

1/hF
L

å
n
fn,L

r
(r)
L

f2
n

  r
(l)
L

f2
n

yL

f2
n;y

=

1/hF
M

å
n
fn,Lr
(r)
M

f2
n

yM

f2
n;y

. (53)
The left- and right hand side of Eq. (53) are series expansions
into the set of modes fyL
 
f2
n;y

g and fyM
 
f2
n;y

g resp.. We
would like to express both sides of Eq. (53) on the same basis,
say yM. Hereto, ﬁrst expand the mode densities. For the left-
hand-side of Eq. (53), this gives

1/hF
L

å
n
fn,L

r
(r)
L

f2
n

  r
(l)
L

f2
n

yL

f2
n;y

=

1/hF
L
 Z
dy0

e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
  e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0
å
n
yL
 
f2
n;y

fn,LyM
 
f2
n;y0
N0 (f2
n)
, (54)
and for the right-hand-side of Eq. (53),

1/hF
M

å
n
f n,Lr
(r)
M

f2
n

yM

f2
n;y

=

1/hF
M
 Z
dy0e F
(r)
M
 
0,y0
å
n
yL
 
f2
n;y0
fn,LyM
 
f2
n;y

N0 (f2
n)
. (55)
Then, note that Eqs. (15), (16b) and (17) imply that
f n,LyM

f2
n;y0

=
r
¶2
y0 + w2#M (y0)mM (y0)  

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

¶y0
 yM

f2
n;y0

. (56)
The completeness relation Eq. (18) implies
å
n
yL
 
f2
n;y0
yM
 
f2
n;y

N0 (f2
n)
= å
n
yL
 
f2
n;y

yM
 
f2
n;y0
N0 (f2
n)
. (57)
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The square root operator in Eq. (56) can thus be switched to
act on yL instead of yM. With using Eq. (14b), it follows that
r
¶2
y0 + w2#M (y0)mM (y0)  

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

¶y0yL

f2
n;y0

=
r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   ifn

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2
n
 yL

f2
n;y0

. (58)
Equating coefﬁcients of yM gives thus that a solution to
Eq. (53) is given by

1/hF
L
 Z
dy0

e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
  e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0

r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   ifn

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2
n
 yL

f2
n;y0

=

fn,L/hF
M (y)
 Z
dy0e F
(r)
M
 
0,y0
yL

f2
n;y0

. (59)
Sincethisholdsforall f2
n,itmustholdforall f2.WithEq.(52a),
this gives that the reﬂected ﬁeld is related to the applied ﬁeld
as
Z
dy0 e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0


 

1/hF
L


r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   if

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2
+

fL/hF
M (y)

!
=
Z
dy0 e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0


 

1/hF
L


r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   if

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2
 

fL/hF
M (y)

!
, (60)
and the transmitted ﬁeld is related to the applied ﬁeld as
Z
dy0 e F
(r)
M
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0


 

1/hF
L


r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   if

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2
+

fL/hF
M (y)

!
=

2/hF
L
 Z
dy0 e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0


r
w2#M (y0)mM (y0)   if

¶y0 lnhF
M (y0)

  f2. (61)
With piecewise constant response functions (see Figure 4),
hF
M (y) = hF
j for yj 1 < y  yj, (62)
Eq. (60) gives
4
å
j=1
 
fj
hF
L
+
fL
hF
j
! Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0

=
4
å
j=1
 
fj
hF
L
 
fL
hF
j
! Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
yL

f2;y0

. (63)
For the following solution to the homogeneous differential
equation, Eq. (14b),
yL

f2;y0

= hexp
 
if
 
y0   1

+ h0 exp
 
 if
 
y0   1

, (64)
where, in order to fulﬁl the following boundary conditions,
see Eq. (91):
ym

f2;1

= h1, (65a)

¶yym

f2;y



y=1
= h2. (65b)
which leads to: (see Eq. (65)),
h =
1
2
(h1   ih2/f), (66)
h0 =
1
2
(h1 + ih2/f), (67)
and after multiplication with (1/h0)exp(if (y   1)), Eq. (63)
becomes
4
å
j=1
 
fj
hF
L
+
fL
hF
j
! Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
if
 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
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 
y   y0

=
4
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fj
hF
L
 
fL
hF
j
! Z yj
yj 1
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(r)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
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 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
if
 
y   y0

, (68)
When y0 < y < y1, we divide Eq. (68) by f1/hF
L + fL/hF
1 and
obtain
Z y1
y0
dy0e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
if
 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
if
 
y   y0

+
4
å
j=2
fj/hF
L + fL/hF
j
f1/hF
L + fL/hF
1
Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(l)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
if
 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
if
 
y   y0

=
4
å
j=1
fj/hF
L   fL/hF
j
f1/hF
L + fL/hF
1
Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
if
 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
if
 
y   y0

. (69)
Integration of this equation over f from minus to plus inﬁnity
gives
e F
(l)
L1 (0,y) =
Z
df b F
(l)
L1

f2

exp(ify), y0 < y < y1, (70)
where the integration path lies below all singularities in the
complex f-plane and where
b F
(l)
L1

f2

= rF
L1

f2

b F
(r)
L1

f2

, (71)
b F
(r)
L1

f2

=
1
2p
Z y1
y0
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
exp
 
 ify0
, (72)
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with
rF
Lj =
fj/hF
L   fL/hF
j
fj/hF
L + fL/hF
j
. (73)
When y1 < y < y2, we divide Eq. (68) by f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2 and
obtain
4
å
j6=2
fj/hF
L + fL/hF
j
f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2
Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(l)
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 
0,y0
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 
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
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 
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
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Z y2
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 
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 
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
+ exp
 
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 
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
=
4
å
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L   fL/hF
j
f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2
Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0


h
h0 exp
 
if
 
y + y0   2

+ exp
 
if
 
y   y0

. (74)
Integration of this equation over f from minus to plus inﬁnity
now yields for y1 < y < y2 that
e F
(l)
L2 (0,y) +
Z
df
f1/hF
L + fL/hF
1
f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2
b F
(l)
L1

f2

exp(ify)
=
Z
df
f2/hF
L   fL/hF
2
f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2
b F
(r)
L2

f2

exp(ify)
+
Z
df
f1/hF
L   fL/hF
1
f2/hF
L + fL/hF
2
b F
(r)
L1

f2

exp(ify), (75)
where the integration paths lie below all singularities in the
complex f-plane and where
b F
(r)
L2

f2

=
1
2p
Z y2
y1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
exp
 
 ify0
. (76)
With the use of Eq. (70), it then follows that
e Fr,2 (0,y) =
Z
df b Fr,2

f2

exp(ify), y1 < y < y2, (77)
where the integration path lies below all singularities in the
complex f-plane and where
b F
(l)
L2

f2

= rF
L2

f2

b F
(r)
L2

f2

, (78)
b F
(r)
L2

f2

=
1
2p
Z y2
y1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
exp
 
 ify0
. (79)
Thus we have calculated for every slab j = 1,2,3,4 that
e F
(l)
Lj (0,y) =
Z
df b F
(l)
Lj

f2

exp(ify), yj 1 < y < yj, (80)
where the integration path lies below all singularities in the
complex f-plane and where
b F
(l)
Lj

f2

= rF
Lj

f2

b F
(r)
Lj

f2

, (81)
b F
(r)
Lj

f2

=
1
2p
Z yj
yj 1
dy0e F
(r)
L
 
0,y0
exp
 
 ify0
. (82)
Analogously, it can be calculated that the transmitted ﬁeld at
the interface x = 0 is given by
e F
(r)
Mj (0,y) =
Z
df b F
(r)
Mj

f2

exp(ify), yj 1 < y < yj, (83)
where the integration path lies below all singularities in the
complex f-plane and where
b F
(l)
Mj

f2

= tF
Lj

f2

b F
(r)
Lj

f2

, (84)
with
tF
Lj =
2fj/hF
L
fj/hF
L + fL/hF
j
. (85)
A monochromatic ﬁeld that propagates under an angle q with
the horizontal axis generates at the boundary interface x = 0
the ﬁeld distribution
b F
(r)
L (w;0,y) = Refexp[ikLysinq]g, (86)
Eq. (82) gives
b F
(r)
Lj

f2

=
1
4pi

exp
 
i(kL sinq   f)yj

kL sinq   f
 
exp
 
i(kL sinq   f)yj 1

kL sinq   f

 
1
4pi

exp
 
 i(k?
L sinq + f)yj

k?
L sinq + f
 
exp
 
 i(k?
L sinq + f)yj 1

k?
L sinq + f

. (87)
5 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The analytical results obtained above will now be numerically
evaluated for the following geometry. At x < 0, there is a vac-
uum. At x > 0, we have a dielectric medium that consists of
two horizontal layers in between another dielectric medium.
The dielectric functions #j(w), j = 14 for the various lay-
ers, read as
#j(w) = #0 +
#0w2
pj
w2
j   w2   2igjw
j = 1,...,4. (88)
The numerical values of the parameters in Eq. (88) are given
in Table 1. Note that the ﬁrst and fourth layer are given
identical optical properties. The medium is illuminated by
Slab parameter values
l2 = 200 nm l3 = 300 nm
wp1 = 1.5 wp2 = 4.5 wp3 = 2.0 wp4 = 1.5
w1 = 4.0 w2 = 4.0 w3 = 2.5 w4 = 4.0
g1 = 0.10 g2 = 0.20 g3 = 0.15 g4 = 0.10
TABLE 1 Slab parameter values, where frequencies are in units of 1016rad/s. All media
have mj = m0
the monochromatic incoming ﬁeld speciﬁed above, where we
take for the angular frequency w0 = 4.0  1015rad/s and for
the angle q = p
8 . The ﬁeld distributions at x = 0 of this incom-
ing ﬁeld and the resulting transmitted and reﬂected ﬁelds that
were calculated with the above formulae have been plotted in
Figure 5.
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FIG. 5 Distributions of the incoming, transmitted and reﬂected ﬁelds at the interface at
x = 0 between a homogeneous medium to the left and a horizontal set of two layers
to the right.
6 DISCUSSION
The usual theory for the solution of boundary value prob-
lems is based on the theory of eigenfunction expansions for
separable coordinate systems for the pertinent scalar- or vec-
torial wave equations. Then, for geometries of the scattering
medium coinciding with these separable coordinate systems,
the scattering problem can be solved in terms of the appro-
priate eigenfunctions [1, 2]. If, however, the boundaries of
the scatterer do not coincide fully with a separable coordi-
nate system, this theory is not applicable but the theory de-
veloped above gives the possibility to perform an exact calcu-
lation. An example of such an extension of the usual theory
is provided by the scattering of a wave from the conﬁgura-
tion drawn in Figure 2. Moreover, we would like to observe
that scattering by a multilayer slab whose layers are neither
parallel- or perpendicular to the boundary planes of the slab
can be exactly calculated with our theory if a new coordinate
system is introduced such that the y-axis stays as shown in
Figure 2, whereas the x-axis is parallel with the layers. An-
other example of the extension of the usual theory made pos-
sible by our new theory of eigenfunction expansions is that of
the scattering by, for instance, slabs whose optical properties
are changing in both the x and y directions, provided the per-
tinent wave equations separate. So, e.g., scattering by a square
structure consisting of N layers of constant refractive index n1
in the x-direction superposed on M layers with constant index
of refraction n2 in the y-direction can be exactly calculated.
The theory developed in this paper can also be generalized
for the analysis of the scattering properties of a structure con-
sisting of regularly placed pyramids. Such a structure occurs
e.g. at the cornea of moths, [11]. Another example of a now
solvable scattering problem using the methods of this paper
would be that of a slab with sinusoidal changing refractive in-
dex n2 (x,y) = Asin(x) + Bsin(y), where A and B denote
constants. The ﬁeld modes are then the Mathieu functions.
The key feature of the theory, put forward by us, is the intro-
ductionofanewsetofmodesdescribedinApp.7.Theycanbe
interpreted as the modes generated by a driven wire or mem-
brane with a ”driving force” KF
M
 
f2;y

. The key property of
these modes is that the completeness relation is in terms of
these modes and a related set of modes of the homogeneous
equation, i.e. free space modes, see Eq. (105). This enables the
expansion of the ﬁelds into either set of modes. This essential
property of the modes then leads to an analysis of the conti-
nuity conditions quite similar to those in case of scattering of
an incoming wave by a homogeneous medium. The involved
pertinent spectral densities satisfy a linear set of equations.
These equations are very similar compared to the ones ob-
tained in case of scattering by a slab of homogeneous mate-
rial, in which case the spectral densities are connected with
the various expansions of the ﬁelds into plane waves.
At ﬁrst sight the numerical implementation of this theory
might seem to be rather difﬁcult. The expansions depend e.g.
on the calculation of the roots of a transcendental equation,
Eq. (98), whereafter then several inﬁnite summations have to
be evaluated. However, all these summations are expressed in
terms of closed analytical formulae, viz. the contour integral
of Eq. (104) of App. 7, and can thus be calculated evaluating
an integral with explicitly known argument.
7 DERIVATION OF HYBRID
COMPLETENESS RELATIONS
In this appendix we derive the various theorems pertinent to
the series expansion of Eqs. (18) which is fundamental for
the theory developed in this paper. Consider the solutions
y
(1)
L
 
f2;y

and y
(2)
L
 
f2;y

of the homogeneous differential
equation

¶2
y + f2

ym

f2;y

= 0, (89)
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that satisfy
y
(1)
m

f2;1

= 1, (90a)

¶yy
(1)
m

f2;y



y=1
= 0, (90b)
y
(2)
m

f2;1

= 0, (90c)

¶yy
(2)
m

f2;y



y=1
= 1. (90d)
The above solutions are independent, because their Wron-
skian equals one. The general solution to Eq. (89) reads as
ym

f2;y

= h1y
(1)
m

f2;y

+ h2y
(2)
m

f2;y

, (91)
where h1 and h2 are constants. The solutions to the inhomoge-
neous differential equation,

¶2
y + f2

yM

f2;y

= KF
M

f2;y

, (92)
can be constructed with the help of the function
y
(4)
L

f2;y,y0

=y
(1)
L

f2;y

y
(2)
L

f2;y0

  y
(2)
L

f2;y

y
(1)
L

f2;y0

(93)
as
yM

f2;y

=
Z y
0
dy0KF
M

f2;y0

 y
(4)
L

f2;y0,y

+ yL

f2;y

, (94)
where
yL

f2;y

=by
(4)
m

f2;0,y

  a

¶y0y
(4)
m

f2;y0,y



y0=0
(95)
in which the arbitrary constants a and b ﬁx the boundary con-
ditions of yM at y = 0 as
yM

f2;y = 0

= a, (96a)

¶yyM

f2;y



y=0
= b, (96b)
and where it is supposed that the function KF
M is integrable on
the interval 0  y  1. It can be veriﬁed, that
h1

¶yyM

f2;y



y=1
  h2yM

f2;1

= g + N

f2

, (97)
where g is a constant and
N

f2

=
Z 1
0
dyym

f2;y

KF
M

f2;y

  g + bym

f2;0

  a

¶yym

f2;y



y=0
(98)
is a discretisation condition for the separation variable f2.
Let G denote the Green function that satisﬁes the differential
equation

¶2
y + f2

G

f2;y,y0

= d
 
y   y0
, (99)
the boundary conditions
G

f2;1,y0

= h1r

f2;y0

, (100a)
¶yG

f2;y,y0



y=1
= h2r

f2;y0

, (100b)
with r a function to be determined, and the eigenvalue equa-
tion
Z 1
0
dy0G

f2;y0,y

KF
M

f2;y0

  r

f2;y

g + bG

f2;0,y

  a

¶y0G

f2;y0,y



y0=0
= 0. (101)
From Eqs. (99) and (100), it follows that
G

f2;y,y0

=
(
ym
 
f2;y

r
 
f2;y0
if y  y0,
ym
 
f2;y

r
 
f2;y0
+ y
(4)
m
 
f2;y,y0
if y  y0.
(102)
Eq. (101) then gives
r

f2;y

=
yM
 
f2;y

N (f2)
. (103)
From the theory of residues and from Eqs. (102) and (103), it
follows that
1
2pi
I
jl2j=L2 dl2 G
 
l2;y,y0
l2   f2
= G

f2;y,y0

+å
n
ym
 
f2
n;y

yM
 
f2
n;y0
(f2
n   f2) N0 (f2
n)
, (104)
where L2 denotes a very large constant, where
N0

f2
n

=

dN/df2



f2=f2
n
and where the f2
n are the solutions of the transcendental equa-
tion (98), viz. N
 
f2
n

= 0. In the limit L2 ! ¥, the integral in
Eq. (104) vanishes. From applying

¶2
y + f2

to Eq. (104), one
ﬁnds the hybrid mode expansion
d
 
y   y0
= å
n
ym
 
f2
n;y

yM
 
f2
n;y0
N0 (f2
n)
. (105)
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